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In the interim, Carlos and Way email back and forth. “He’s 
super smart about all things IT,” says Way “including what computer 
equipment he thinks I should buy! Our relationship goes beyond 
nurse and patient,” she adds “it has become a lifelong friendship.”

With her husband working full time, Carlos’ mom, Johny, has 
managed their son’s complex care on her own for more than a 
decade, all the while making a home, learning English and raising two 
more children. “She’s amazing,” says Coastal Kids’ Ruth Emerson, 
the Riveras’ social worker for the past year. 

  “Working with the whole family, establishing that bond of 
trust, is so important,” says Emerson. “Carlos needs to make his 
own decisions, his mother benefits from counseling, and his sister 
enjoys music therapy,” she says. “Their needs are all taken into 
account to provide the best care plan for Carlos’ unique situation, 
to allow everyone to have as normal a family life as possible, and to 
find joy in each day.” 
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When he’s not attending Scotts Valley High, 
Carlos Rivera hangs out at the video game store or 
with his friends. He spends hours at home gaming 
and chatting online. He has strong opinions, and 
asserts his independence. When his little sisters 
bug him, he rolls his eyes. Carlos is a typical 17-year-
old boy…except not many kids his age create their 
own life directives.

The Riveras realized something was wrong when two-year-
old Carlos hadn’t yet learned to walk. Soon he was diagnosed with 
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD), a rapidly degenerative 
disease affecting mobility, as well as the heart and lungs. Stable for 
now, Carlos still has use of both hands. He can propel his electric 
wheelchair, but relies on a bi-pap machine to breathe at night. 

With no known cure for DMD, Carlos’ treatment aims to control 
symptoms and improve his quality of life. An active participant 
in his healthcare and advanced care planning, he rejects the use 
of artificial means, such as a tracheal tube for when he can no 
longer breathe on his own. His parents respect and support Carlos’ 
decision to let his life end naturally.

Coastal Kids has been involved with Carlos and his family for 
more than two years. A young man who knows what he wants, Carlos 
requested monthly art and music therapy at home, and enjoys a 
twice-weekly massage. Our nursing care coordinator, Pam Way, 
sees him monthly in addition to performing a special assessment 
every other month.



“I spy…” Through a keyhole or a car window, or just peeking 
between their fingers, children take in everything…including 
what we wish they didn’t have to see: a doctor’s look of 
concern, a mother’s heartbreak, the sadness of a lonely 
sibling.

Children’s awareness and sensitivity is remarkable. Looking 
into a young patient’s eyes, I can tell if they are answering my 
questions truthfully, or holding back to make their parents 

feel better. I can tell if they feel guilty about the sacrifices their families must make in order 
to care for them. I can tell when children are at ease because their parents, brothers, and 
sisters are also getting the attention they need.

At Coastal Kids, our specialized family-centered approach involves the entire family in 
upfront discussions about their child’s condition and care. We respect a family’s views, 
answer questions honestly, and address their most pressing needs, so they can better 
cope with the stress and sadness of caring for a sick child. When our families are well 
served, we see improved outcomes for our kids.

This kind of essential care comes at a cost. Fortunately, Coastal Kids has the support of a 
tremendous Board of Directors, a cadre of dedicated volunteers, exceptional foundation 
partners, and wonderful donors of both financial and in-kind gifts, for which we are truly 
grateful.

Through these pages, we hope you will “spy” on Coastal Kids’ patients, and see for yourself, 
what a beautiful sight family-centered care is to behold.

Margy Mayfield, RN, BSN

I spy with my little eye
Letter from the Executive Director
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A Bird’s Eye View
365 days a year, 24 hours a day…Coastal Kids’ 
“Clinic on Wheels” teams of nurses, therapists, 
and social work staff traverse four counties 
visiting child patients in their homes. They carry 
medical supplies, medicines, and specialized 
equipment, small toys for the little ones, and 
assurance and support for their families. In 
2015, we were blessed to share 5,089 house 
calls with 692 children and their families. Our 
compassionate staff cared for 13 children 
through the end of their lives and provided caring 
support for their bereaved families.

3,667 nursing visits

310 physical and occupational 
therapy house calls

367 massages

275 art and music therapy 
play times

351 care coordination and 
anticipatory grief support 
sessions

89 one-on-one bereavement 
appointments
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Evy’s Day at the 
Beach
Twelve-year-old Evelyn (Evy) Gonzalez loves to play 
in the sand, but these days, a trip to the beach is a 
guilty pleasure…one only achieved with help from a 
skilled nurse and Evy’s loving family. 

Evy was diagnosed with Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia (ALL) in October of 
2015. Initially, she spent six weeks in the hospital, suffering from seizures, vision 
disturbances, and nausea related to the aggressive chemotherapy treatments 
she underwent. Once home, Coastal Kids’ 
nurse Jessica Hodges began visiting Evy 
twice weekly. Hodges drew Evy’s blood 
and taught her parents how to administer 
medications. She also assisted Evy’s family 
to use her NG tube, a feeding apparatus that 
is passed through the nose and down through 
the nasopharynx and esophagus into the 
stomach. The NG tube is used to provide Evy 
with the nourishment her body needs when 
she doesn’t eat or drink enough to maintain 
her weight.

Of her experience in the Gonzalez home, 
Hodges reports, “Evy is the sweetest, most 
compassionate young girl who cares tenderly 
for her two brothers and sister. She thrives 
when she is close to her family and misses them 
terribly when she is hospitalized.” Unfortunately, 
Evy has endured severe reactions to some of 
her treatments and has spent more time in the 
hospital than she would like.

Evy’s parents Evangeline and Eduardo, reach out 
to Hodges regularly. “They call with questions 
about the feeding tube, and to get clarification on 
medications and medical procedures they don’t 
understand,” says Hodges. 

As far as Evy is concerned, having a Coastal Kids’ nurse visit her at home is a big help. “Jessica is 
a very supportive nurse,” Evy says. “She makes me feel safe. She makes my sickness a piece of 
cake with all of the support she gives. I am more than happy, grateful to have a nurse like Jessica 
walking me step-by-step through my difficulties and sickness.”

Hodges was on hand to help remove Evy’s NG tube and the needle from the port through which 
she receives her chemo and medications, for a day at the beach. “She just wanted to be a normal 
kid for a day,” says Hodges, of her young patient. “I was thrilled to help fulfill her wish.”



When a child is diagnosed with a serious, potentially 
fatal illness, the entire family is profoundly affected. 
Life alters dramatically, not only for the child 
patient who may be subjected to an onslaught of 
medical testing, diagnostic procedures, and scary 
treatments, but also for the child’s parents, who 
are suddenly thrust into a world of uncertainty 
regarding their child’s care. 

Fortunately, healthcare professionals now recognize that 

a child’s primary source of strength and support is their family…

and, across the board, acknowledge that patient- and family-

centered care is the best approach. 

 According to Ruth Emerson, Coastal Kids’ social worker, this type 

of care “…addresses each family members’ needs individually, within 

the family system, and within the larger system of the community. 

Needs may be medical, emotional, practical and spiritual.”

Emerson functions as the agency’s Director of Social Services 

and Bereavement, working intimately with each family on the 

Coastal Kids’ service whose child has qualified for their palliative care 

program.

“I begin by conducting a comprehensive assessment of the 

family’s needs,” explains Ruth. “First I address the basics such as 

food, clothing, and shelter, which helps to build rapport and trust. 

Then we discuss advocacy. Do parents’ want me to talk to their child’s 

physicians or accompany them to appointments? Can I help provide 

more information about diagnosis, or treatment options? Parents 

can be easily overwhelmed by clinical jargon they don’t understand, 

the number of specialists involved in their child’s care, appointments 

they need to attend…it’s all a lot to take in. My job is to be their point 

person, the one individual who can coordinate the full scope of family 

needs, so they can be more present for their child.”

One of the key aspects of Emerson’s role is providing emotional 

support. “Sometimes, it can be difficult for a parent to reach out. 

Everyone is different in terms of what they want. For instance, one 

of my families wanted a priest to visit them every week, and the child 

wanted to receive communion. In another family, the patient had two 

older sisters. One wanted counseling every week. The other didn’t 

even want to be in the house when I arrived.”

In each aspect of the role Emerson plays, she respects that 

parents are the experts in their child’s care. She nurtures the 

relationship by providing reassurance, advocacy, and by being a 

source of comfort, knowledge and compassion for each individual.

The benefits, she says, “Each family member has a sense of 

their importance, a sense that they contribute to the family and that 

they contribute to the patient care, whatever their role. They have 

my ear whenever they want or need it. I try to convey, even to the 

littlest person, that their voice is important…that their desires and 

feelings are important.”

Emerson remains an integral part of the care team throughout 

the trajectory of a child’s illness. “It’s necessary care,” says 

Emerson. “Care that helps families to cope, helps them to survive 

the unimaginable.”
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Family-Centered Care: 
Central to Coastal 
Kids’ Philosophy

“Each family member has a sense 
of their importance, a sense that 
they contribute to the family and that 
they contribute to the patient care, 
whatever their role.”
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The Most Excellent 
Escobars
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Ramon Escobar has a loving 
mom and dad, an older 
brother named Diego, and 
a younger brother, Alberto, 
and a neurodegenerative 
disease requiring round-the-
clock palliative care. When 
a young person receives a 
devastating diagnosis, it’s a 
family affair. 

At age seven, a frisky and fun-loving  
Ramon, was suddenly stricken blind, 
his balance impaired, his future 
compromised. The diagnosis: 
Adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD), a genetic 
disorder that inhibits the brain’s ability 
to send messages to other parts of the body, including the 
vital organs. Coastal Kids was immediately called in to support 
the Escobar family. “We provided nursing care for Ramon, and 
emotional and practical assistance for his family,” says Margy 
Mayfield, Coastal Kids’ Executive Director. 

“We joined the Escobars when they met with the Genetics and 
Neurology team at UCSF for a family conference to create a care 
plan and discuss the results of genetic testing. The Escobars 
learned that their older son, Diego did not have the genetic marker 
for ALD, but their newborn son Alberto did. It was an emotional 
meeting, but the family was surrounded with support, able to 
share their feelings and get their questions answered.”

Several months later, Ramon underwent a bone marrow transplant 
in hopes of stopping the disease’s progression, but sadly, it didn’t 
take. Now, five years later, Ramon is bedbound and wheelchair 
bound. Although the Escobars can opt for hospitalization when 
Ramon’s pain level is high, his parents, both involved with his care, 
often choose to manage their son’s symptoms at home, with the 
help of Coastal Kids’ nurses.

“Coastal Kids has helped us so 
much,” says Ramon’s father. “We 
have someone to call all the time. 
Ruth was constantly there, telling us 
we were doing everything right.”

There have been some positive 
outcomes too. Little Alberto is an 
active five-year-old, who despite 
showing no sign of ALD, is being 
closely monitored by the doctors 
at UCSF. And with Ruth’s help, big 
brother Diego applied to colleges 
and was accepted by UC Davis. 
He received his university diploma 
last May, and he is  now pursuing a 
master’s degree in child psychology.

“The Escobars have changed my 
view of the world,” Emerson says, 
with admiration. “They have the 

hardest situation of any family I serve. Still, they laugh, they find a 
joy that is separate from their situation, or perhaps because of it.”

“Childhood illness is a journey that families take together,” says 
Mayfield. “We are blessed to be a part of Ramon’s care team, 
alongside his physicians, parents, and brothers.”



How do we thank you? We shout, “THANK YOU!” 
and send you a giant, enthusiastic virtual hug. 

We could not care for our kids, and their families, without the bighearted support 
of donors, businesses and foundations that provided financial gifts and event 

sponsorships in 2015. We love you all!

Arms Open Wide
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I SPY A NATURAL WORLD
…where the environment thrives, and generations to come enjoy the fruits of our 
conservation. Therefore, to save on paper and such, we have limited the number 
of donors we list in Storybook. That doesn’t mean you aren’t important!  If you 
are not listed above, please find a grateful acknowledgement on our website at 
www.CoastalKidsHomeCare.org/supporters. 

Circle of Compassion 
($100,000+) 

Hospice Giving Foundation  

Circle of Grace ($25,000+) 
Entres Nous Society, Inc.
Joseph & Vera Long Foundation 
  
Circle of Courage ($10,000+)
Caroline’s Non-Profit Thrift Shop  
Community Foundation Santa Cruz County
Harden Foundation  
Monterey Peninsula Foundation  
Nancy Buck Ransom Foundation   
Pajaro Valley Community Health Trust  
Palo Alto Foundation Medical Group 

Community Health Care Endowment Fund
Rite Aid Foundation  
Sandisk Corporation Fund 
Wallis Foundation  

Circle of Promise ($5,000+)
Dunspaugh-Dalton Foundation
Naturipe Berry Growers, Inc. 
Nicholson Family Foundation   
Palo Alto Medical Foundation 

Richard William Greenberg Foundation  
Salinas Valley Memorial Healthcare System  
Storey Foundation
Andrew and Steffanie Smith

Circle of Joy ($1,000+) 
Aladin Properties 
Barnet Segal Charitable Trust
Boggiatto Produce
Michael and Lucia Boggiatto 
Lewis and Sally Cantor 
Carmel-by-the-Sea Rotary 
Carmel Valley Rotary
Central Coast Garden Products  
Chilton and House, LLP
Community Hospital of the  

Monterey Peninsula  
D’Arrigo Brothers, Inc.
Doctors on Duty  
Don Chapin Company 
Dwelle Family Foundation 
Gold Star Buick GMC 
Granite Construction
Mark and Libby House
Robert and Millie House
Hugh Stuart Center Charitable Trust  

Louis and Roberta Huntington 
J & S Investments  
J. Marchini Farms 
Joe Mitchell Orthodontics 
Mann Packing
Monterey Private Wealth 
The Nunes Company, Inc. 
Poulos Moving Systems, Inc. 
Premo Roofing Company    
RF Wines
Ralph Knox Foundation  
Robert Mann Packaging
Vicki and Gordon Rosenberg
Salinas Bowmen’s Club  
Salinas Valley Ford  
Scudder Roofing  
Sence Foundation  
Sigma Alpha of Omega Nu Santa 

Cruz
Town N’ Country Realty
Vegetable Growers Supply 
Larry and Phyllis Wilkinson 

Foundation 
Women of Wine
Yellow Brick Road Benefit Shop

Thank
You!
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I Spy Success!
Take a look at last year’s amazing  
fundraising events.

Rounding Up for Kids
By participating in Rite Aid Foundation’s KidCents, Wellness+ with Plenti, members can round 
up every Rite Aid purchase to the nearest dollar, with the proceeds making a meaningful 
difference for kids in need. Thanks to Rite Aid and shoppers, Coastal Kids received $7,500 
in 2015 from this wonderful program. Your small change can make big changes for our local 
children. To start rounding up today, visit https://kidcents.riteaid.com and sign up.

Touch-A-Truck Donations Rolled In
Coastal Kids 2015 Touch-A-Truck event raised $28,000 in 
sponsorship, ticket sales, food sales and raffles—double the 
previous year’s total! More than 30 operators shared their big rigs 
with more than 1,270 kids and their families who explored trucks, 
tractors, fire engines and other utility vehicles hands-on. That’s 
a 10-4, thanks to generous sponsors like Salinas Valley Memorial 
Hospital and the House family and good buddies like you!

Now a yearly event to commemorate National Childhood Cancer 
Awareness Month in September, our 2016 Touch-A-Truck promises 
to be another great day of rollicking family fun while helping bring 
home healthcare to seriously ill children in our local communities.    

Just Between Us:  
An Autumn Affair
Local fundraising organization Entre Nous Society sent us $30,000 last November, proceeds from 
“An Autumn Affair,” a gala event held at the beautiful Corral de Tierra Country Club. Entre Nous has 
served the community since 1999, benefitting charities dear to their members’ hearts. We are so 
grateful they chose Coastal Kids, California’s only non-profit pediatric home health agency.

Special thanks to event chairs Jill Ray, Mary Shebl and Patty Mitchell, (Mary and Patty also  
serve on our Board of Directors), and all of the generous members who contributed beyond the 
ticket price.  

Rio Run, Funds and Fun
When 1,200 runners resolved to reach the finish line on New Year’s Day, kids reaped the biggest 
reward: racers’ entry fees and generous sponsors of Rio Grill’s Resolution Run 2015 resulted in 
$36,950 for Coastal Kids. Two challenging courses, 5K and 10K, took racers from the Rio Grill 
through a scenic route culminating at the Carmel Mission Basilica. 

That’s what we call running up a tab! Much gratitude to Rio Grill, and to all the runners, sponsors 
and volunteers who helped make January 1, 2015 a happier new year for the children and 
families we serve.
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Touch-A-Truck (August 28, 2016)
Clamber up the steps to a fire engine, imagine 
yourself behind the wheel of a monster tractor, 
climb inside a semi-truck…more than 30 vehicles 
will await you and your kiddies. Lots of exploring 
to be done…yummies to be eaten…family fun to 
enjoy. Mark your calendars so you don’t miss out!

27th Annual Rio Grill Resolution Run 
(January 1, 2017)
The only resolution you’ll need to make…
strap on your sneakers and run the course, 
a 5K or 10K race benefitting Coastal Kids 
Home Care. Your heart will thank you and 
so will we. Learn more about sponsoring the 
race, running it, or volunteering to help at 
www.coastalkidshomecare/riorun.org.

Stories in the Making
Silicon Valley Gives (May 3, 2016)
Lucky day! Coastal Kids will participate in a  
one-day virtual fundraising event sponsored  
by Silicon Valley Gives. It’s easy. Log-on to  
https://svgives.razoo.com/Castalkidshomecare, search 
for Health, Kids & Family or Family Services, and 
give a little or a lot. Help us take care of the kids.

Human Race, Santa Cruz  
(March 26 to May 7, 2016)
Run, walk, and be happy! Join Coastal Kids in Santa 
Cruz’s largest giving campaign. From March 26th 
to May 7, you can put your feet up and give online 
to Coastal Kids Home Care at www.humanracesc.
org. Then on race day (May 7), recruit your friends, 
family, and four-legged critters for a funtastic five-
mile jog, stroll, or crawl. 
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“Like” us on Facebook and you can “eye spy” our families, learn about our 
events, and share our accomplishments. (You won’t really be spying.)

www.coastalkidshomecare.org


